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3
Kim’s Korea

At the end of the war, Kim needed to consolidate his position quickly. 
He choreographed his survival elegantly, on two separate fronts: the 
ideological front and the struggle inside the Party. These were the 
foundations of an operation that was to put him in total control 
within six years.

Kim transmuted doctrine from Stalinist orthodoxy to a Confucian 
Communism that resonated more with the pre-war Japanese 
emperor cult than with Marxism-Leninism. He stood on its head 
the ‘inexorable’ economic determinism read into Marx by early 
commentators: Humanity makes the world, rather than the world 
making humanity. In its ‘hard’ form, economic determinism was 
disarming, threatening to turn revolutionary into spectator – after all, 
one could just sit on the side-lines cheering the inevitable, awaiting 
the chrysalis of history to crack open and let tomorrow be born.

Despite the disproportionate devastation, the North’s economy 
bounced back more quickly than the South’s. Aid poured in from 
the USSR, China, and the Eastern Bloc, covering over a third of the 
budget in 1954. Throughout the 1950s, North Korea could boast one 
of the fastest-growing economies in the world.

Divide and Rule: The Intra-Party Struggle

As early as the 1920s, the Soviets had despaired of the factionalism 
of the Korean Communists. Moscow was prescient. Korean sectari-
anism was resurrected in the wake of victory. The Soviets may have 
initially selected Kim Il Sung as a less-than-ideal option, but he 
quickly rose to the position of ‘first amongst equals’ in the swirling 
dance of parties and factions vying for power and influence in the 
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aftermath of liberation. They were all leftist and progressive organi-
sations; the Soviets would have tolerated no other.

In Manchuria, two main Communist guerrilla groups operated, 
both ultimately under the leadership of the CCP. Kim’s group had 
fought in the North-East Anti-Japanese Army, while the other group 
had fought with the Chinese Eighth Route Army and New Fourth 
Army and were closer to Mao. This latter group were the basis of the 
Yan’an Faction. Immediately after liberation, they formed the New 
People’s Party (NPP), under their leader Kim Tu Bong. In August 
1946 the NPP merged with Kim’s North Korean Communist Party 
to create the North Korean Workers’ Party, which three years later 
merged with the South Korean Workers’ Party (SKWP) to become 
the Workers’ Party of Korea (WPK).

By 1949 the WPK had four main factions. First was the Domestic 
Faction, comprising those who had remained in Korea, generally in 
jail or in hiding, during the Japanese occupation. They were split 
between North and South, but predominately came from within the 
SKWP. Second, the Yan’an Faction, from the NPP, was under the 
indirect patronage of Mao. Third, the Kapsan (Partisan) Faction, 
led by Kim Il Sung, comprised those who had fought in China and 
retreated with him to the Soviet Union. Finally, the Soviet Faction 
consisted of second- and third-generation Koreans drawn from the 
diaspora that was then in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan to the Soviet 
military and military academies,1 then sent by Moscow to Korea.

Before joining the intra-Party struggle, it was necessary for Kim 
to dispense with the petit bourgeois and nationalist parties. The 
progressive nationalists, an eclectic group, were organised around 
two main parties: the Korean Democratic Party (KDP), set up in 
November 1945 and led by Cho Man Sik, and the Party of Young 
Friends of the Celestial Way (or Chondoist Chongu Party) estab-
lished in February 1946 by followers of the Chondoist religion, 
an anti-Western nativist movement with its roots amongst the 
peasantry in the late nineteenth century. The Soviets had done the 
early winnowing, arresting Cho Man Sik and other KDP leaders in 
January 1946, because of their opposition to trusteeship. In contrast, 
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in July 1946 the Chondoist Party had allowed itself to be forcefully 
assimilated into the Popular Front government, modelled on the 
Soviet empire’s ‘people’s democracies’. The WPK was in control, 
buttressed by house-trained partners. (Even today, two other parties 
are represented in the North’s Supreme People’s Assembly, or SPA: 
the Chondoists and the Social Democrats.) 

While Kim had the advantage of early Soviet sponsorship, it was 
by no means inevitable that he would be the last man standing. In 
the late summer of 1953 his position was perilous, but he proved a 
master of Party infighting, setting group against group and individual 
against individual. Divide and rule proved an effective strategy, and 
power eventually rested in a single pair of hands: Kim’s.

The war had cost millions of lives and devastated the country, all 
for nothing. No territory had been gained; indeed, some had been 
lost. Syngman Rhee’s weak position had been consolidated, and 
Washington was in the South to stay. During the war, the WPK 
lost up to half its 700,000 members through death, desertion, and 
expulsion. Kim rapidly enrolled almost half a million new members 
– mainly peasants, loyal to him because of land reform – to dilute the 

Figure 8  ‘All Out to Vote, 2014’.
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influence of the Soviet Koreans. Nevertheless, he needed a scapegoat 
in a hurry.

One was available. Park Hon Yong, leader of the Domestic 
Faction, had personally assured Mao and Kim that the South would 
rise in support of the initial onslaught. Park paid the penalty for his 
misleading optimism. He was arrested in August 1953 and executed 
in December 1955, after a show trial in which he confessed all 
that was necessary. Kim branded him ‘a spy on the payroll of the 
American scoundrels, [who] bragged that South Korea had 200,000 
Party members and that in Seoul alone there were as many as 
60,000. But, in actual fact, this rascal, in league with the Yankees, 
totally destroyed our Party in South Korea’.2 There is no evidence 
that Park was guilty of anything, apart from refusing to face reality. 
His now-leaderless faction collapsed in disarray. The other factions 
got off lightly. The Yan’an Faction’s military leader, Choi Chang, 
was dismissed; a prominent member of the Soviet Faction, Ho Ka 
I, committed suicide.

Even after the sacrifice of Park, Kim’s responsibility for the war 
was not forgotten or forgiven; the remaining opposition harboured 
a growing resentment of his burgeoning personality cult. But the 
next battle was to be over economics. On this there was no Party 
consensus. Polemics went back and forth in the pages of Rodong 
Shinmun (‘The Workers’ Paper’) and the Party’s theoretical journal, 
Kulloja (‘Labourer’).3 The question was how to apply the principles 
of Marxism-Leninism to the realities of Korea. Kim Il Sung and his 
supporters advocated a forced march towards post-war reconstruc-
tion by means of an almost exclusive emphasis on heavy industry. 
Others argued for more balanced development. It was an echo of 
the Stalin-Bukharin struggle in the Soviet Union of the late 1920s, 
and a rehearsal of Mao-Liu Shaoqi in the 1960s. As in Moscow and 
Beijing, red triumphed over expert.

In February 1956, the secretary of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU), Nikita Khrushchev, denounced Stalin and 
Stalinism at the CPSU’s 20th Congress. In North Korea, Politburo 
members affiliated with both the Soviet and Yan’an Factions 
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responded by attacking Kim. The August meeting of the WPK’s 
Central Committee brought matters to a head. They mocked Kim as 
Korea’s Stalin, with a hand-me-down personality cult and industrial 
policy. Deputy Prime Minister Choi Chang Ik, leader of the Soviet 
Faction, and Commerce Minister Yun Kong Hum, from the Yan’an 
Faction, castigated Kim for his authoritarianism and for continuing 
to promote heavy industry at the cost of widespread starvation.

The Soviet Faction, working with the Soviet ambassador, attemp-
ted to orchestrate a coup. However, they were betrayed by a Kim 
loyalist they had recruited to the conspiracy, and Kim pre-empted 
the coup.4 He purged Choi and sent a series of senior figures from 
the Yan’an Faction, including Yun, into internal exile with minor pro-
vincial posts – shades of Trotsky’s exile to Almaty – or stripped them 
of power entirely. Some sought refuge in China. The Party leadership 
was cowed, then culled. Kim Tu Bong, leader of the Yan’an Faction 
and the North’s largely ceremonial president, who was not initially 
associated with the failed coup, hung on until 1958, when Kim ret-
rospectively labelled him the plot’s ‘mastermind’ and purged him. By 
then it was all over. Kim and his partisans were in total command. 
Rodong Shinmun’s days of debate were over; it shrunk to become the 
journal of record and Party noticeboard. Politics had withdrawn from 
the public arena and were now relegated to a shadow world of hint, 
nuance, and nepotism.

Khrushchev’s denunciation of Stalin’s terror, cult, and economic 
policy opened a Sino-Soviet rift, which Kim was left to straddle. 
Korea could become an adjunct of China or the Soviet Union, or risk 
walking a political tightrope between the two. He chose the latter, 
re-launching himself and his politics in a new paradigm of inde-
pendence, nationalism, and autarky. 

The Kim Cult

The 1960s were the era of the partisan generals. But autocracy had 
its price; North Korea was left increasingly isolated. Kim turned 
necessity into virtue and promulgated independence, self-reliance, 
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and a personality cult. Here he was far from alone – yet, compared to 
those of Stalin, Mao, and Ceausescu, Kim’s cult was exceptional in its 
scope, intensity, and longevity.

Kim became the father of the nation and orthodox Communism 
left asunder his beatification began. Korean history became a family 
affair. His parents were rediscovered as exemplary revolutionaries. 
His father, Kim Hyong Jik, who had run a small store selling tra-
ditional medicines, became an indefatigable revolutionary fighter 
in the vanguard of the movement. Kim’s mother, Kang Bang Sok, 
became both a revolutionary fighter and the leader of the Korean 
women’s-liberation movement. His late wife and Kim Jong Il’s 
mother, Kim Jong Suk, was the venerable mother of the nation. Even 
Kim’s great-grandfather, Kim Ung U, turned out to have led the 
destruction of the General Sherman.

Kim was omnipotent and omniscient. Like all religious prophets, 
he – and later Kim Jong Il – became synonymous with miracles. 
Legend held that he had won a hundred thousand battles and could 
turn sand into rice and cross rivers on leaves or pieces of paper. Kim 
Jong Il’s birth on Mount Paektu was accompanied by thunder and 
lightning that shattered the caldera lake’s ice, resulting in spectacular 
double rainbows. When Kim, at the age of four, smeared ink across 
a map of Japan, he created violent storms there. Once, the Korean 
Central News Agency (KCNA) even reported a rainbow over Kim 
Jong Il’s car that seemingly followed him for miles.

The cult penetrates every aspect of society even today. The North 
Korean calendar counts up from the year of Kim Il Sung’s birth (in 
Japan, it’s from the year of the emperor’s accession). Pictures and 
plaques, busts and badges of the ‘Great Leader’ Kim Il Sung – increas-
ingly in tandem with ‘Dear Leader’ Kim Jong Il – are everywhere. 
Excerpts from the Kims’ writings are featured daily on radio and 
TV. Their Collected Works and Kim Il Sung’s autobiography, With the 
Century – new volumes of which continued to appear for a dozen 
years after his death – are prominently displayed in every bookshop, 
library, workplace and school, and come pre-installed on the North’s 
Android tablet, Samjiyon. Even the North’s literary works, especially 
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70 talking to north korea

after the early seventies, revolve around Kim as the nation’s father 
and supreme sacred being.5 From nursery to university, all classrooms 
are decked out with pictures of the Kims, as are all homes and even 
the carriages on the underground. Inside, the two portraits hang side 
by side. Outside, propaganda posters are interspersed with scenic 
views of Korea, wall murals, statues, plaques, and ‘shrines’.

Figure 9  The two Kims, and one of the last 
remnants of Communist orthodoxy. The slogan 
on the monument says, ‘All hail to the . . . 

banner of Marxism-Leninism’.
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The ubiquitous Kim badges pinned to the lapel of every adult 
exist in a variety of styles and sizes. The claim that they are sophis-
ticated indications of status doesn’t ring true, although senior Party 
members have the more elegant smaller badges in their collections. 
Students at Kim Il Sung University sport their own special badge. In 
40 years at the helm, Kim managed to visit almost every farm and 
factory in the country, providing ‘on-the-spot guidance’ and leaving 
in his wake a trail of holy relics. Chairs he sat on are roped off, 
papers he signed framed, photos of the visit mounted, and his words 
memorised. Kim Jong Il carried on the tradition, as does Kim Jong Un. 
After Kim Jong Un’s accession a substantial number of retrospective 
visits appeared on the record.

Other personality cults wither and die with their subjects; the 
tombs of Lenin, Mao, and Ho Chi Minh are more tourist attrac-
tions than sanctuaries. In contrast, the Kim cult survived and thrived. 
After Kim’s death in 1994, his presidential office was turned into a 
mausoleum (reportedly at a cost of $650 million, or €600 million) 
and his body was embalmed and displayed in a clear glass sarcopha-
gus. In 2012 he was joined by Kim Jong Il in the renamed Kumsusan 
Palace of the Sun, a place of pilgrimage where tens of thousands file 
slowly by every week as they circle the coffins, bowing three times to 
each. Groups from the outer provinces can wait years to be allocated 
a visiting slot. To be included in such a group is seen as a sign of 
merit. To the tune of ‘When the Carnival Is Over’, women cry and 
men look stern. Select groups are taken off to view the two Kims’ 
trains, the elder Kim’s V12 600SEL Mercedes, and the younger 
Kim’s yacht, plus galleries displaying their hundreds of honours and 
academic awards from around the world.

According to With the Century, Kim considered himself a 
Communist from his teenage years, yet rejected the sectarianism and 
opportunism of the Chinese groups. Many argue that he fell into 
that very trap after 1956, when WPK ideology veered off the path 
laid down by Marx and Lenin.

Marxism-Leninism, from its inception, had its schisms and its 
heretics. Trotsky and Bukharin were two early examples, along with 
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English Communist J.T. Murphy, who had moved for Trotsky’s 
expulsion from the Comintern in 1927, only to be expelled himself 
five years later from the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
of Great Britain on charges of Trotskyism. More successfully, after 
World War II, Albania’s Enver Hoxha, Yugoslavia’s Josip Broz Tito, 
and Romania’s Nikolae Ceauşescu never entirely followed Moscow’s 
dictates with their own variant national Communisms – to Stalin’s 
fury. Kim was to go further.

Kim’s challenge to the old order was a speech to the Propaganda 
and Agitation Unit of the WPK on 28 December 1955, titled ‘On 
Eliminating Dogmatism and Formalism and Establishing Juche in 
Carrying Out Ideological Projects’. Juche’s full articulation followed 
rather than preceded Khrushchev’s iconoclasm. Kim emphasised 
that ‘Marxism-Leninism is not a dogma, but a creative theory and 
guide to action’ – a clear sign that the stink of heresy was in the air.

The word juche is a combination of two Korean letters, ju ‘master’ 
and che ‘oneself ’, thus literally meaning ‘master of oneself ’. The term’s 
meaning has been malleable over time, indicating varied amalgams 
of national identity, self-reliance, patriotism, and national asser-
tiveness. In the 1960s, Juche’s four theses were identity in ideology, 
independence in politics, self-sufficiency in economy, and reliance on 
Korea’s own forces in national defence. These principles legitimised 
the state and its polities. In a 1972 interview with Japan’s Mainichi 
Shimbun, Kim defined Juche as 

the idea . . . that the masters of the revolution and construction are 
the masses of the people and that they are also a motive force of 
the revolution and construction. In other words, it is an idea that 
one is responsible for one’s own destiny and that one has also the 
capacity for hewing out one’s own destiny.6

The word juche is carelessly translated in the West as ‘self-reliance’ 
and then further misread as autarky. This is only true in the sense 
of intellectual and spiritual independence. In this sense it came to 
permeate every aspect of society and provided guidance – often from 
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Kim himself – for everything from film-making to potato farming, 
manufacturing to martial arts. 

Juche was a direct challenge to Marxist economic determin-
ism, which argues that society reflects technology – the water mill 
feudalism, the steam mill capitalism. Or, as Lenin said, ‘Communism 
is Soviet power plus the electrification of the whole country’.7 Koreans’ 
will and leadership would override technology and economics, as 
Kim put it: ‘Man is master of all things and decides everything, and 
man is capable of anything, unrestrained by the narrow realities of 
the world’. This idea was indispensable in the North’s situation – 
how else would one explain true Communism in a small, backwards 
country on the periphery of global economic activity?

Figure 10  ‘Juche’ spirits, one with an 
adder’s head.
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If Stalin’s ‘socialism in one country’ was seen as an absurd betrayal 
of Marx, then how much more so to attempt it in a country a 
hundred times smaller, with less than a sixth of the population? 
Juche cut the Gordian knot of choosing between the Soviet Union 
and China. Juche evolved. Initially a national patina on a universal 
Marxism-Leninism, in the 1960s and 1970s it began to represent 
a stronger challenge to the orthodoxy. In 1967 Kim wrote, ‘Juche 
ideology refers to the most correct Marxism-Leninism oriented 
philosophy designed to carry out our revolution and construction’.8 
The North’s 1972 constitution, in Article 4, added that Juche was 
a creative application of Marxism-Leninism to Korean reality’. 
References to Marx in Party publications began to fade and vanish; 
the 1992 constitution eliminated them completely.9 While the 
commitment to socialism remained, it was no longer phrased in tra-
ditional terminology. Juche and the revolutionary thought of Kim Il 
Sung were the sole guides. A heresy had superseded the old religion 
and broken with its past as the Soviet church collapsed into history.

North Korea is the only Communist state that metamorphosed 
into a theocracy. It has its messiah who works miracles and a church 
of the elect, with an internally coherent set of ideas that explain 
the world and its works. They are imbued with a missionary zeal 
to spread the gospel, with sparsely attended Juche Study Groups 
littering the world and a self-discipline that requires no sanctions. 
There is holy scripture that merits constant study and unconditional 
faith. There was a period in the 1970s where prizes were awarded for 
those who most successfully memorised hundreds of pages of Kim’s 
writings, speeches, New Year greetings, and Party Congress reports.10 
The theological college of Juche is the Party School in Pyongyang, 
near the Juche Tower, which holds periodic re-induction courses 
for the church’s rising stars. There is no escape even for transport 
workers, who are – or were – educated by the Railway University of 
Communism. There are millions of worshippers. The mass grief at 
the funerals of Kim Il Sung in July 1994 and Kim Jong Il in December 
2011 was genuine. It explains the deep and sincere condolences I was 
offered by North Korean officials over the death of Princess Diana 
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when I visited Pyongyang for the first time in autumn 1997. It came 
naturally to them to empathise with those they imagined must be 
overwhelmed by the death of a beloved national idol.

The Economy Takes Off

Kim Il Sung’s formal training in Marxism-Leninism started with 
Stalin’s Short Course of the History of the All-Russian Communist Party 
(Bolshevik) (only 392 pages) and the trilogy: centralisation, collectiv-
isation, and the Plan. The North replicated Stalin’s economic model 
of state ownership and control. It re-ran the tape of Soviet history 
on fast-forward. The first stage to be implemented after liberation, 
in 1946, was the state or collective ownership of industry. Korea prior 
to 1910 had been a feudal economy and during Japan’s occupation 
the mines and factories were under Japanese ownership. After their 
surrender those Japanese that could flee did so and those who 
remained had other things on their mind than claims of ownership 
or for compensation. Disgruntled Korean capitalists (and there were 
few) whose factories, workshops, and shops had been seized could 
flee south. Thus the North could nationalise industry smoothly, with 
little resistance. Indeed, the line was porous even up to the start of 
the Korean War. By 1947, private companies that had initially been 
transformed into co-operatives were converted into centrally or 
locally owned enterprises. The public sector accounted for 72.4 per 
cent of industrial production in 1946 and 99.9 per cent in 1958.

The North had inherited the heavy industry and power plants 
that the Japanese had constructed during the occupation, topped 
up by substantial economic and technical assistance from the 
Soviet Union.11 This aid, however, paled in comparison with what 
Washington provided to the South. Figures vary, but a reasonable 
estimate is of grants and loans from the Soviet bloc equivalent to $3.5 
billion (€2.6 billion) between 1946 and 1984. As Table 3.1 shows, 
about 45 per cent of that assistance came from the Soviet Union, 
18 per cent from China, and the rest from the German Democratic 
Republic and Eastern Europe.
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Table 1  Economic Assistance from the Communist Countries (Unit: $M)

 1945–49 1950–60 1961–69 1970–76 1978–84

Soviet Union 53 (Loans) 515 (Grants) 197 (Loans) 906 (Loans) 0
  199 (Loans)
China 0 336 (Grants)
  173 (Loans) 105 (Loans) 2 (Loans) 259 (Grants)
East Germany 0 101 (Grants) 35 (Loans)  0  0
Other Eastern  0 326 (Grants) 
 Europe  4 (Loans) 0 0 0
Total 53 (Loans) 1, 278 (Grants)
  376 (Loans) 337 (Loans) 908 (Loans) 259 (Grants) 

Source: ROK National Unification Board, Statistics of North Korean Economy (Seoul: 1986).

In 1946 Kim concentrated on land reform, breaking up large 
farms and redistributing the land to the peasant sharecroppers, who 
were able to farm their own land for the first time. This created 
massive support for Kim and the WPK, making it possible for him 
to side-line the left nationalist opposition and then other factions 
within the Party. After the war, phase two began. Individual plots 
were subsumed in a growing number of collective farms, which 
swelled in size as demands for increased productivity drove attempts 
to deliver greater and greater economies of scale. It worked for a 
time, allowing a rapidly shrinking number of agricultural workers to 
maintain and improve production. The millions released from agri-
culture moved from farm to factory as living standards gently rose.

After the armistice in 1953, progress followed the ‘Plan’. The 
Three-Year Plan (1954–56) rebuilt the country’s shattered infra-
structure, followed by a foreshortened Five-Year Plan (1957–60) that 
laid the foundations for heavy industry, rebuilt the housing stock, 
and brought the North close to self-sufficiency in food production. 
By 1958, when Kim’s control was complete, the state owned and 
managed everything.

North Korea achieved ‘Asian Tiger’ growth rates, with mass 
mobilisation and appeals to good practice and patriotism. In 1956, 
during a visit to the Kangsong Steel Works, Kim stated that rising 
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productivity was a pre-condition for the advance of socialism. This 
speech, along with a follow-up visit in 1957, was the launch pad 
for the Chollima movement. Named after Korea’s legendary flying 
horse, the campaign was a nationwide exhortation to work harder 
and improve productivity. The Chollima statue on Mansu Hill, 
overlooking Pyongyang, embodies the continuous advance of the 
workers under socialism. A worker spurs the horse forward, holding 
the hammer, sickle, and calligraphy-brush symbol of the WPK; a 
young woman follows behind bearing a sheaf of rice.

In 1960 Chollima was augmented by the Chongsanri campaign, 
named after a co-operative farm where Kim Il Sung’s ‘on-the-spot 
guidance’ had married the usual exhortations to work harder with 
the idea that productivity gains could come from drawing on craft 
practice and local knowledge through direct dialogue between 
workers and farm managers. This state version of syndicalism – or, at 
least, workers’ control – proved effective, driven by the incentive that 
agricultural labourers, unlike workers in heavy industry, got to share 
the ‘profits’ from increased production. This was extended to manu-
facturing: the Taean work system applied bottom-up management 
techniques to industry by encouraging high-level Party officials to 
learn both from middle management and shop-floor workers. One 
catalyst for success was, again, the introduction of material incentives 
for the workers. 

These campaigns shared the exhortation elements of China’s 
mass led ‘Great Leap Forward’ (1958-60) and the individualism of 
the Soviet Stakhanovite movement of the mid-1930s when heroic 
workers set new productivity records, thus by example driving up 
output and allowing the early fulfilment of the Plan. The ‘heroes’ 
gained certificates, medals, and the loathing of their fellow workers.

(This approach has continued into recent years: there were ‘speed 
battles’ in 1980, 1988, 2009, and 2016 to boost production in advance 
of major national events. In December 1998, with snow on the 
ground, tens of thousands of workers seconded from Pyongyang’s 
offices began construction of the Pyongyang-Nampo motorway. 
Construction was by hand, with almost no mechanical assistance 
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aside from a couple of lorries and two mechanical diggers. In contrast 
Korean Central Television that evening, showed heroic workers 
labouring under waving red banners, with stirring martial music and 
juddering earth-moving equipment. The road was finished ahead of 
time. But as early as summer 2003, it was showing signs of flawed 
construction, with the sparse traffic zigzagging around patches of 
subsidence.) 

The results were remarkable. Annual economic growth rates of 
20 per cent or more throughout the 1950s and early 1960s made 
the North one of the fastest-growing economies in the world. By 
1960, aid was down to less than 2.5 per cent of GDP as the economy 
massively outperformed the basket-case South. There was a shortage 
of skilled labour, so 65,000 stateless Koreans who had been marooned 
in Japan since 1945 were pushed by Tokyo and pulled by Pyongyang 
into returning ‘home’ between 1959 and 1970. Hundreds of Japanese 
wives came with them. (No husbands are mentioned.)12

However, continuing imbalances in the industrial sectors contained 
the germ of what was ultimately to undermine the economy. But those 
who had earlier debated in Kulloja and warned of the consequences 
of over-emphasising heavy industry in the early and mid-fifties had 
been silenced by the purges. There was no one left to protest.

The slow Seven-Year Plan (1961–70)13 re-emphasised the priority 
of heavy industry, especially the machine-tool sector. Kim Il Sung 
reiterated in 1965 that ‘the keystone of socialist industrialisation 
lies in the priority development of heavy industry. Only with the 
establishment of a powerful industry is it possible to ensure the devel-
opment of all industries, transport and agriculture, and the victory of 
the socialist system’.14 But, by then, men and material were being 
drained away to the defence sector in response to the military regime 
in the South, the widening Sino-Soviet split, Moscow’s cowardice 
over Cuba, and (slightly later) the US invasion of Vietnam.

The machine-building and metal-working industries’ share of 
gross industrial output rose from 1.6 per cent in 1944 to 17.3 per 
cent in 1950, 21.3 per cent in 1960, and 31.4 per cent in 1967.15 The 
economy had been transformed from rural to urban, from agricul-
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tural to industrial, and from underdeveloped to developed. In 1946, 
industrial and agricultural outputs had been 16.8 per cent and 63.5 
per cent of GNP, respectively. By 1970 this was reversed, with 57.3 
per cent for industry and 21.5 per cent16 for agriculture.

Nevertheless, in sharp contrast to the rapid and uninterrupted 
growth of earlier plans, 1961’s Seven-Year Plan limped for nine 
years to the finish post. Economic growth, for the first time, began 
to stutter and slow. Growth based on continued capital construc-
tion, rather than rising productivity led by technical innovation, had 
reached its limit. With Soviet and Chinese technical assistance at a 
post-war low (see Table 1) and ‘speed battle’ following ‘speed battle’, 
the workforce was increasingly exhausted. Agriculture and light 
industry were both suffering from a serious lack of investment and, as 
a result, the production of consumer goods slowed down. Even when 
heavy industry shrank from 55 per cent of output in 1963 to 51 per 
cent two years later, this indicated not a change of direction but fresh 
problems, as material inputs temporarily dried up. The problem was 
that the North’s engineers and technicians had been so well schooled 
in how to manage and run heavy industry that they were incapable of 
thinking any other way. They over-performed, consuming a dispro-
portionate share of scarce resources, thus increasingly starving light 
industry and agriculture and further exaggerating the economy’s 
asymmetry. By 1970, heavy industry accounted for 62 per cent of 
total industrial output.

In recognition of the previous Plan’s overambitious targets, those 
of the Six-Year Plan (1971–76) were substantially scaled down. The 
Plan implicitly acknowledged earlier failings with more emphasis 
on technical change, greater self-sufficiency in raw materials, 
improved product quality, and further development of the power 
and extractive industries. It also attempted to shift some resources 
into light industry.17 This was paralleled by yet another attempt at 
mass mobilisation with the Three Revolutions Campaign (technical, 
cultural, and ideological). The ideological and cultural revolutions 
were intended to raise the political consciousness of the workforce, 
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driving them to yet higher levels of effort, while the technological 
revolution was to modernise process and product.

For Kim, economic independence was the key to national inde-
pendence. As he wrote in 1971: 

Only when a nation builds an independent national economy can 
it secure political independence. . . . A country which is econom-
ically dependent on outside forces becomes a political satellite of 
other countries. . . . Without building an independent national 
economy it is impossible to establish material and technological 
foundations for socialism, or build socialism and Communism 
successfully.18 

Thus Kim resented the growing pressure from Moscow to join the 
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (COMECON), with its 
policy of industrial integration across the Empire, inevitably creating 
dependence on the Soviet Union for technologically advanced 
products. He rightly regarded it as an attempt to lock the North 
into the Soviet sphere of influence, undermining and restricting its 
autonomy.

Initially established in 1949 by the USSR, COMECON was the 
Communist version of the Common Market: an integrated economic 
area would ‘allow’ each country to specialise in producing the raw 
material and products it did best – or was allocated in the great Plan 
– and rely on others for the rest of its needs. It was an economic trap. 
The Soviet Union was the core and the remainder the periphery. 
Once inside the system, a country’s dependency increased year by 
year. Kim rejected all attempts to incorporate the North, claiming 
(rather disingenuously) that economic self-reliance aided rather than 
impaired socialist solidarity: 

Only by building an independent national economy can we meet 
each other’s economic need with fraternal countries, ensure more 
effective mutual cooperation and division of labour with them on 
principles of proletarian internationalism and of complete equality 
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and mutual benefit, and contribute to the strengthening of the 
entire socialist camp.19

Kim acknowledged the need to import raw materials not available 
domestically and to purchase advanced technology. The ideology 
of self-reliance was a catechism. Imports were to be kept to a 
minimum. The Plan called for a self-sufficiency rate of 60 to 70 per 
cent in all industrial sectors through increased import substitution 
– replacing imported materials with alternative domestic ones 
wherever possible – and through adapting processes and products 
to reduce import demand. The new, innovative technology would 
deskill processes, enabling unskilled workers to bridge the shortage 
of skilled workers.20 To meet the future manpower and technological 
requirements of the Three Revolutions economy, the education 
sector needed to train more and better technicians and to expand the 
number of specialists, particularly in fuel, mechanical, electronic, and 
automation engineering.21

The subsequent Plan followed the same logic. Aiming at mech-
anising and automating industry using modern production and 
management techniques, the second Seven-Year Plan (1978–84) 
urged yet further self-reliance, alongside modernisation and ‘scien-
tification’ of the economy. It was an echo of the previous Plan. The 
emphasis on import substitution became more shrilly imperative, 
reflecting that outside capital and resources were becoming 
impossible to obtain. This was a result of the financial fiasco that 
followed the North’s venture into borrowing from the West, and its 
consequent default in 1976.

The debt originated with massive purchases of capital goods, such 
as machinery and equipment, from Western countries in the early 
1970s, at the start of the Six-Year Plan. These loans were to be repaid 
by increased export earnings and new short-term credits, neither of 
which were possible in the aftermath of the 1973 global oil crisis. 
Pyongyang suspended payments, then rescheduled them, but its 
debts and unpaid interest spiralled upwards. The North’s inability to 
pay its debts destroyed its financial credibility and any possibility of 
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future loans. The Plan failed. Its predecessor had underachieved, but 
here the production target was only met in a single consumer sector 
– textiles. Even heavy industry was in the doldrums, with a static 62 
per cent of production. An economy once seen as a model for the 
non-aligned world was exhibiting signs of systemic failure.

Growth slowed year on year before finally grinding to a halt 
in 1990. Previous targets were rolled over in the stillborn third 
Seven-Year Plan (1987–93), in which targets were once again adjusted 
downwards, with more emphasis on light industry and consumer 
goods. The North’s industrial collapse was almost as swift as its rise. 
By the end of 1998, the economy had recorded a negative growth 
rate for nine straight years, with some years showing double-digit 
declines.22 

Diverting substantial resources into the military was probably 
a Hobson’s choice. Nevertheless, its failure to invest – or to find 
investment – to substitute for the reallocated funds, plus its initial 
refusal, and later inability, to turn away from heavy industry towards 
light, together cost the economy all its forward momentum.

To make matters worse, the collapse of the Soviet empire in 1989 
stripped Pyongyang of one of its last remaining benefactors – and 
its bargaining power. The natural disasters of the mid-nineties were 
the final straw. Communism’s former economic poster child became 
a failed industrial state. With Kim’s death in 1994, the economy and 
society were left paralysed by indecision and indifference, famine and 
isolation. North Korea waited on a new leader and a new millennium. 
Prompted by the emergence of a market economy from below, the 
North attempted to skirt its problems with patchy economic reforms 
– a shortcut to market Leninism. Only with the new century did the 
North’s economy start to bounce back and slowly start to grow again, 
from a dramatically reduced base.

The Welfare State

Post-war industrialisation and economic growth had brought 
improved living standards, modernisation, and urbanisation. After 35 
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years of colonial rule and centuries of feudalism, Communism had 
– albeit slowly – delivered material well-being. The state provided 
housing, health care, education, employment, maternity benefits, 
and pensions. The public distribution system (PDS) provided basic 
foodstuffs and household goods. It was possible to live without 
money. Cash was only used for life’s little luxuries. There were 
special allocations to officials: for example, Zebi beer was exclusively 
reserved for the Party.

In 1950, seven years’ compulsory education was introduced. 
Everything was provided, from schoolbooks to board and lodging. 
During the colonial period, the majority of adults had been illiterate 

Figure 11  Pyongyang tenement.
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and barely a third of children in primary school;23 within a decade, 
the literacy rate was close to 100 per cent. Nor did education end 
with school: there were adult learning programmes and on-the-job 
training. 

Education and industrialisation reconstructed the country’s 
demographics and social architecture. Farmers went from being 
three-quarters of the workforce in 1946 to a third 40 years on. In 

Categories Sub-Categories Treatment
‘Friendly’
(28%)

1. workers from working families
2. former farmhands
3. former poor peasants
4. staff members of state organisations
5. WPK members
6. family members of deceased revolutionaries
7. family members of participants in the revolutionary 

and national liberation movements
8. revolutionary intelligentsia (that is, those who received 

their education after liberation)
9. families of civilians killed during the Korean War
10. families of soldiers killed during the Korean War
11. families of servicemen
12. war heroes 
13. families of the socialist patriotic victims

• Qualified to 
become cadres 
in the Party, 
government, 
or military

• Privileged 
treatment in 
food and 
necessities, 
promotion, 
housing, 
medical care, 
etc.

‘Neutral’
(45%)

1. former small vendors
2. former medium-sized traders
3. former independent craftspeople
4. former owners of small enterprises
5. former owners of small service businesses
6. former owners of medium service businesses
7. families of people of good social origin who went to the 

South but did not actively oppose the North Korean 
regime

8. former middle peasants
9. returnees from China and Japan
10. old intelligentsia who received their education before 

liberation
11. those who studied abroad
12. people prone to hooliganism
13. ‘suspicious women’ – former mudang (shamans), kisaeng 

(courtesans), and the like
14. people from the South who did not participate in 

‘factional activities’ (that is, did not relate to the 
Communist movement in South Korea)

15. the wealthy in small villages

• Qualified to 
become 
low-ranking 
officials or 
engineers

• A limited 
chance to be 
reclassified as 
friendly

Table 2 Political Classification System in North Korea by Social Origin
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contrast, over the same period, factory workers jumped from 12 to 57 
per cent.24 Industrialisation drove urbanisation. From 1953 to 1960, 
the urban population grew between 12 and 20 per cent yearly, with 
one in nine of the population living in Pyongyang.25 By 1987, 60 
per cent lived in cities, making North Korea at the time one of the 
world’s most urban economies.26

Starting in 1958, the whole population was placed into three broad 
categories: ‘friendly’ (hacksim kyech’ng, literally ‘main class’), ‘neutral’ 
(tonyou kyech’ng, ‘wavering class’), and ‘hostile’ (chuktae kyech’ng, 
‘hostile class’).27 The political history of three generations, including 

‘Hostile’
(27%)

1. workers who became workers after liberation, but had 
formerly been entrepreneurs or officials

2. former rich peasants
3. former traders who represented small and medium 

capital
4. former landlords
5. people who participated in pro-Japanese or pro-

American activities
6. former officials in the Japanese colonial administration
7. families of people of ‘bad origin’ who fled to the South 

during the war
8. Protestants and people observing Protestant rituals
9. Buddhists and people observing Buddhist rituals
10. Catholics and people observing Catholic rituals
11. Confucian scholars
12. people expelled from the WPK
13. former Party cadres fired from their posts
14. people who served in the police and state apparatus of 

the South during the occupation of North Korea
15. families of prisoners
16. people involved in espionage and their families
17. anti-Party and counter-revolutionary elements, as well 

as members of various factions
18. families of people punished for political crimes
19. people released after serving prison terms for political 

crimes
20. people released after serving prison terms for stealing, 

embezzlement, or other non-political crimes
21. former members of the Party of Young Friends of the 

Celestial Way
22. former members of the Democratic Party
23. former capitalists

• Forced labour 
in remote 
places

• Disqualified 
from Party 
membership 
and colleges

• Forced to 
move to 
remote areas, 
or segregation

• Constant 
surveillance

• Limited 
chance to be 
reclassified 
into the 
‘wavering’ 
stratum

Sources: Adapted from the ‘3 class, 51 group’ classification system in H.J. Chon (2004), 
51–52, Tables 7 and 8. Detailed discussion of social classification structure can be found in 
Oh and Hassig (2000), 133–35.
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in-laws and relatives, was factored in. Those placed in the ‘friendly’ 
class were either active members of the regime or fully supportive 
of it, including former revolutionaries and families who had lost 
members during the Korean War. ‘Hostile’ was reserved for families 
of bourgeois landowners, defectors, and collaborators with the 
Japanese and US. Former prostitutes were ‘wavering’. Those who had 
lost out in the inner-Party faction fights were ‘hostile’. It was possible 
to escape one’s lot in life by meritorious actions or through political 
re-education, but relegation was always easier than promotion. In 
1967 the three classes were presented with 51 sub-categories. Social 
status determined a person’s education, occupation, residence, and 
ability to travel at home and abroad. Kim Il Sung stood capitalism 
on its head: superior living standards and opportunities were now the 
preserve of the children of the working class and the Party.

Alone Abroad

Rejecting the poisoned chalice of COMECON affected Pyong-
yang’s foreign relations particularly, after Khrushchev denounced 
Stalin in 1956. Initially Kim had been close to the Soviet Union – 
the country responsible for his military training and the rise of his 
nation – but it was Mao, not Stalin, who had come to his rescue in 
1950. Soviet support did flow after the armistice with $650 million 
(€600 million) in grants and loans to help reconstruct the devastated 
economy. Yet Beijing, despite having its own reconstruction to do less 
than four years after the end of the civil war on the mainland, nearly 
matched Moscow, with $500 million (€376 million). North Korea 
owed its survival to its two Communist neighbours, who became its 
major – in fact, almost its only – trading partners and its sources of 
oil and military equipment at ‘friendship’ prices. 

After the Sino-Soviet rift, Pyongyang opted for independence 
over alignment and skilfully juggled relations between the two. In 
July 1961, North Korea signed Treaties of Friendship, Cooperation, 
and Mutual Assistance with the Soviet Union and then China, seeing 
these as guaranteeing support for the North as a check to US military 
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adventurism. Yet Kim was almost as worried about Moscow and 
Beijing as about Washington. The treaties served as a barrier to any 
attempt by either to swallow the North. Kim strengthened his links 
with the Communist Parties of Japan, Vietnam, and Indonesia.28 By 
1963, he was arrogant and angry enough to complain that:

certain persons propagandise as though a certain country’s armed 
forces alone were defending the entire socialist camp, as though 
the latest military technique of a certain country alone were 
maintaining the security of the socialist camp and world peace. 
They make light of the role of the other fraternal countries in the 
defence of the socialist camp and neglect their due cooperation in 
strengthening the defence power of these countries. All who are 
truly concerned about the security of the socialist camp and world 
peace cannot agree to such a stand.29 

It was a blunt rejoinder to Moscow’s rejection of his request for 
nuclear weapons.

The North was left with little choice but to develop a powerful 
independent military capability. In Kim’s view, this necessity was 
only reinforced by Khrushchev’s appeasement of the US, with his 
policy of peaceful coexistence, and Park Chung-hee’s 1961 coup 
in Seoul. Military government in South Korea meant Park was 
off to the races, and Pyongyang was forced to follow, in case Park 
decided the Peninsula problem had a military solution. In December 
1962, Kim launched a campaign of ‘Equal Emphasis’, balancing 
the commitment to continued economic growth with accelerated 
indigenous weapons production. The inexorable logic of doing it 
alone meant year-on-year increases in the defence budget and the 
consolidation of the North’s military-industrial complex.30

When the Soviet Union backed down during the Cuban Missile 
Crisis of October 1962, China denounced it. In private, Cuba 
concurred. Kim agreed. In response to China’s earlier denuncia-
tions of ‘socialist imperialists’, Khrushchev had cancelled China’s 
aid package and backed India’s provocations en route to the 1962 
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Sino-Indian border war, so China’s denunciation should not have 
come as any great surprise. Kim felt similarly betrayed and – tempo-
rarily – leant towards Beijing and away from Moscow. But he didn’t 
lean quite far enough. Kim’s failure to endorse China’s denuncia-
tion of the Soviets for unilaterally claiming the leadership of world 
Communism irritated Beijing. By 1964 Kim had leant further. 
Rodong Shinmun castigated Moscow, arguing that ‘their anti-China 
campaign which has been whipped into a new frenzy recently and 
their noisy clamour about the so-called “collective measure” show 
that they are sinking deeper into splittism’.31 During the Cultural 
Revolution, Kim straightened his stance with the Red Guards, who 
labelled him ‘Korea’s Khrushchev’ and worse. Growing tension 
between the two big Communist powers made Pyongyang’s position 
increasingly cramped as the sixties progressed. Kim’s condemnations 
of Soviet imperialism and Chinese dogmatism amused neither.

By 1966, Kim was proclaiming revolutionary independence. 
Empathising with the Communist Parties of other contested parts of 
the Soviet empire, Kim reflected: ‘Our Party, too, has had the bitter 
experience of interference by great-power chauvinists in its internal 
affairs. Needless to say, those great-power chauvinists met with 
rejection they ‘deserved’. In October 1966 he proclaimed self-reliance 
in national defence with the Four Military Lines policy: ‘Make our 
army a cadre army, modernise it, arm all the people and turn the 
whole country into a fortress’.32 Military expenditure soared from 
10 per cent of GNP in 1966 to 30.4 per cent in 1967.33 The civil 
economy began to live the lie. That lie would kill Soviet Communism 
in 1989 and more than a million Koreans a decade later.

For most of the seventies, relations with the Soviet Union remained 
cool, while relations with China warmed up once the frictions of the 
Cultural Revolution had been oiled. Zhou Enlai went to Pyongyang 
in 1970 and four years later Kim went to Beijing despite, or maybe 
because, of the shock of US president Richard Nixon’s 1972 visit. 
China had, for the moment, replaced the Soviet Union as the Pyong-
yang’s leading supplier of military hardware. This would end once 
China signed the Sino-Japanese Treaty of Peace and Friendship in 
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September 1978 and normalised relations with Washington four 
months later.

When Deng Xiaoping came to power in China in 1978, his 
economic pragmatism and advocacy of market reform were encap-
sulated in the adage ‘White cat, black cat – who cares as long as it 
catches mice?’ The CCP’s new direction emphasised modernisation 
and economic reform at the expense of revolution and ideology. The 
market continued to gain ground throughout the 1980s. China and 
North Korea made reciprocal high-level visits early in the decade. 
The North had little option. Friendly relations were a necessity for 
economic and military reasons.

Moscow, like Pyongyang, did not welcome the US–China rap-
prochement.34 The Soviets saw it as a betrayal. Their relations with 
Washington had been severely compromised with the USSR’s 1979 
intervention in Afghanistan. Ties with the North were restored, 
especially after Yuri Andropov replaced Leonid Brezhnev as Soviet 
leader in November 1982. North Korea’s foreign trade, which had in 
the late 1970s been split evenly between the USSR, China, Africa, 
and Europe, thus swung back towards Russia, propelled by the con-
sequences of the 1983 ‘oil shock’, the 1976 default on European 
loans, and the reconciliation with the Soviets. By 1985, nearly half 
of the North’s trade was with Moscow. Kim visited Moscow in 
1984; two years later, Soviet foreign minister Eduard Shevardnadze 
returned the visit. The two countries consolidated and strengthened 
their military cooperation, holding annual joint naval and air force 
exercises between 1986 and 1990.

But the end of the decade brought a fundamental change in 
relations. Mikhail Gorbachev, elected general secretary of the 
Soviet Communist Party in March 1985, began to pursue domestic 
economic and political reforms, including perestroika (transfor-
mation) and glasnost (openness), shifting the emphasis of Soviet 
foreign policy to favour economic development over Great Power 
rivalry. Gorbachev continued to engage with Pyongyang, but the 
consequences of reform swept all before it. This 30-year waxing and 
waning of Moscow and Beijing’s sway is colourfully illustrated in the 
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North’s postage stamps, in which Russian and Chinese themes chop 
and change across the decades.35

Any final faith died in 1990 when the USSR, on its deathbed, 
established diplomatic relations with Seoul. Beijing’s betrayal came 
only two years later.

The Third Way

Kim explored a ‘Third Way’ in the mid-seventies with the 
Non-Aligned Movement (NAM), whose ‘neither Moscow nor 
Washington’ rhetoric appealed as his own relations with the Soviet 
Union and – to a lesser extent – with China deteriorated. The NAM 
had its origins in the 1955 Bandung Conference in Indonesia. It was 
a meeting of Asian and African states, mostly newly independent, 
that condemned colonialism – including its Soviet variant. It was 
formally established in Yugoslavia in 1961 to group together Third 
World states experiencing ‘similar problems of resisting the pressures 
of the major powers, maintaining their independence, and opposing 
colonialism and neo-colonialism, especially Western domination’.36 
The NAM refused to take sides in the East-West ideological conflict, 
seeing them as two sides of the same coin.

Kim wanted support to underpin his struggle against the US and 
help win the diplomatic battle with the South. The NAM seemed 
a perfect forum for him to promote his own particular vision of 
the Third Way and himself as a Third World leader. Initially, it 
proved highly successful. North Korea began to rapidly expand 
its diplomatic relations with Third World countries, but did not 
formally join NAM until August 1975, along with North Vietnam 
and the Palestine Liberation Organisation.

The North’s accredited diplomatic partners jumped decade on 
decade, from nine at the end of the 1940s to 113 by the turn of 
the millennium. In the interim, Pyongyang filled the gaps with 
ambassadors and embassies accredited to UN agencies that issued 
visas and wandered far from their formal remit. In Rome it worked 
through the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO), in Paris the 
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United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 
(UNESCO), and in London the International Maritime Organisa-
tion. Italy and the UK established diplomatic relations with North 
Korea in 2000; only UNESCO in Paris still has an accredited 
ambassador, although the FAO still has a permanent representative 
from Pyongyang.

Kim’s first success was to see South Korea’s bid for NAM 
membership rejected in 1975 as the North was admitted. South 
Korea was rejected because the massive and continued US military 
presence made any claim to non-alignment farcical. Kim’s smugness 
was short-lived. Pyongyang’s lobbying led to a series of pro-North 
resolutions but turned counterproductive as member states reacted 
against Pyongyang’s excessive pressure. The North’s argued support 
for international terrorism, Kim’s growing personality cult, and the 
‘miracle on the Han River’ (of the South’s economy taking off ) didn’t 
help. NAM resolutions about the Korean peninsula began to favour 
Seoul. Kim found the Third Way a dead end; the NAM disappeared 
into ineffectiveness and obscurity, destroyed by its own internal 
conflicts.

The main vestiges of this period include a special relation-
ship between Pyongyang and Jakarta and an unfortunate flower. 
During Kim’s tour of the Bogor Botanical Gardens in 1965, Indo-
nesia’s President Sukarno named an orchid Kimilsungia. While the 
national flower is the magnolia now, every year, for the Day of the 
Sun (15 April, Kim Il Sung’s birthday), thousands upon thousands 
of Kimilsungia are displayed despite freezing temperatures. There is 
also a Kimjongilia, which – thankfully for Korea’s horticulturalists 
– is a mere begonia, even if his birthday on 16 February is less than 
ideal. While his father was getting his flower, Kim Jong Il, at 24, was 
spending time with the Sukarno’s 18-year-old daughter, Megawati 
Sukarnoputri. They were reunited in 2002, during her state visit to 
the North as Indonesian president.

Aside from the NAM, Pyongyang was putting itself about in 
Africa. North Korean troops and military advisors were spread 
throughout Africa in the 1970s. In Ethiopia, they helped Mengistu 
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Haile Mariam, leader of the Communist military junta, in the 
Ogaden War with Somalia and the unsuccessful fight to crush the 
insurgent Eritrean People’s Liberation Front. In Angola, they sided 
with the People’s Movement for the Liberation of Angola and sent 
troops to fight alongside the Cubans in the civil war and against 
the South Africans. As late as 1985 they still had a thousand troops 
stationed there. In 1976, Madagascar president Didier Ratsiraka 
hosted a conference on Juche.

They also had quirky relations with Forbes Burnham’s Guyana 
and Dom Mintoff ’s Malta, where Kim Jong Il spend 1983 (not) 
learning English. Party-to-party relations included German Trot-
skyists, Brazilian and Belgian Communists, French socialists, and the 
US’s Black Panther Party. Panther activist Eldridge Cleaver visited 
the North in 1969 and 1970 and subsequently peppered The Black 
Panther with articles about Kim, showing the logic of ‘the enemy of 
your enemy is your friend’. In 1972 he published a foreword to the 
English translation Juche! The Speeches and Writings of Kim Il Sung.37

Most intriguing – and most bizarre – was the February 1981 visit 
by French presidential candidate François Mitterrand and his top 
two aides, who would in a few months become prime minister Pierre 
Mauroy and incoming Socialist Party first secretary Lionel Jospin. 
Thus barely three months before being elected president, Mitterrand 
travelled halfway around the world to meet Kim Il Sung and his 
houseguest, the Cambodian leader in exile Norodom Sihanouk,38 
without even stopping in Beijing to meet Chinese leader Deng 
Xiaoping. Pyongyang’s only reward after Mitterrand’s election was 
that its embassy to UNESCO in Paris got double-hatted as its 
Délégation Générale to France, putting the North on par with the 
Walloons, Quebeçois, and Palestinians.

Japanese colonialism and the US role in the Korean War left an 
intense antipathy that continues today. North Korea’s animosity 
towards Japan is two-fold. Japan has not only chosen to ally itself 
with the US but remains unapologetic about its colonial past. As 
many as 2.5 million ethnic Koreans were there at the end of World 
War II. Initially a few came in the early years to study or work; later 
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more, were sent as willing or unwilling guest workers. After 1937 
the majority were coerced. The bulk of them were able to return at 
the end of the war, but hundreds of thousands were left behind. An 
additional tranche returned voluntarily to the North in the sixties. 
Today, around 600,000 ethnic Koreans live in Japan.

Overseas Koreans in Japan divided on left-right rather than 
North-South lines. The organisation Chosen Soren (General Asso-
ciation of Korean Residents in Japan), established in 1955, was a 
front for Pyongyang that represented the large majority of those 
remaining. It founded schools and a university with North Korean 
curricula (all wonderfully described by Sonia Ryang, a former pupil, 
in North Koreans in Japan39). Initially the North extended generous 
financial aid, substantially greater than Seoul afforded its counterpart 
group, Mindan (Korean Residents Union in Japan). As the DPRK 
economy collapsed, however, Chosen Soren turned from recipient to 
donor, with its leadership continuing to act as de facto spokespeople 
and diplomats on behalf of Pyongyang. More recently, the organisa-
tion, under pressure from the Japanese authorities, has begun to take 
a marginally more independent line. Some members have broken 
with the organisation over the DPRK’s treatment of those who were 
repatriated in the sixties.

With its intervention in Korea’s civil war, the US overtook Japan 
as ‘enemy number one’, becoming the prime target of Pyongyang’s 
anti-imperialist rhetoric. A particularly sore point is the continued 
US military presence in the South. Since 1970 the total number of 
US troops has been below 50,000; as of 2018 it is currently 37,500. 

The goal of reunification was, at least until recently, a given for 
North and South. Kim laid out his reunification road map. First, the 
removal of US troops was imperative: 

At present the root cause of our country’s division and of all mis-
fortunes and sufferings of the people in South Korea lies in the 
occupation of South Korea by the US Army and the aggressive 
policy of the Americans. As long as the US Army is stationed in 
South Korea, it is impossible to accomplish the peaceful unifica-
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tion of the country, and the South Korean people cannot extricate 
themselves from the present miserable plight.40 

Second, Kim proposed ‘institutionalisation of a Confederation of 
North and South’.41 Pyongyang’s focus was ending the inter-Korean 
armed confrontation, securing the withdrawal of US troops, and 
stopping the military build-up by both sides. Confederation was 
‘unity in diversity’: a ‘one country, two systems’ solution to ending 
division.

In contrast, Seoul wanted peaceful coexistence. ‘Peace first, uni-
fication later’, with mutual recognition and economic cooperation. 
The two sides were miles apart. The situation changed when Nixon 
went for détente in Asia with the rapprochement with Beijing. After 
the lesson of Vietnam, he declared, in 1969, that Asian nations had 
to be responsible for their own security. The ‘Nixon doctrine’ paved 
the way for a partial wind-down of US engagement in Korea. Nixon 
announced troop withdrawals: from 1969 to 1971, troop numbers 
fell from 66,000 to 40,000.

Neither North nor South was happy. In 1971 the two Red Cross 
societies were the vehicle for initiating inter-Korean talks, ostensibly 
around the issue of family reunions. These behind-the-scenes 
contacts led to a joint communiqué on 4 July 1972 declaring that 
both sides accepted three principles: that unification should be 
achieved independently, without external interference; that it should 
be achieved by peaceful means; and that ‘great national unity’ should 
be achieved by ‘transcending differences in ideas, ideologies, and 
systems’. Both agreed to refrain from slandering and defaming one 
another, and a South-North Coordinating Committee (SNCC) was 
established. The SNCC held its first and third meetings in Seoul 
in November–December 1972 and June 1973, with a second in 
Pyongyang in March.

It was a first attempt to ease tension and foster mutual trust after 
20 years of unrelenting hostility. Negotiations floundered. North 
Korea failed to convene the fourth SNCC meeting scheduled for 
August 1973 in Pyongyang. It refused to negotiate with the head 
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of the Korean Central Intelligence Agency (KCIA), Lee Hu Rak, 
because of his responsibility for the abduction and attempted assas-
sination of opposition presidential candidate Kim Dae-jung in 
Tokyo.42 An additional reason given was Seoul’s merciless repression 
of Christians!

Kim Il Sung’s attempt to unify the country by force proved both 
destructive and counterproductive. It consolidated Rhee’s regime 
and kept US troops in the South for more than 70 years. But that 
didn’t stop attempts to destabilise both regimes. From the time of the 
armistice on, there were border incidents and cease-fire violations. 
These escalated after Kim’s new line in 1966, with both sides infil-
trating agents and making commando raids over the next three 
years. For some, this period in the late sixties was effectively a second 
Korean War.43

Serial violations of the armistice along the DMZ (and further) 
were common to both sides, but it was the US intervention in 
Vietnam that gave the opportunity for a proxy fight. The ROK sent 
300,000 troops to Vietnam between 1964 and 1973. The estimated 
560 captured by the North Vietnamese were ‘repatriated’ to the 
North. Pyongyang, in response, provided economic assistance and 
provided places for thousands of Vietnamese students to study. The 
KPA provided military advisors to Hanoi, and in 1966 the North 
Korean chief of the general staff, Choi Kwang, offered ‘volunteers’ 
to pilot MiG-17s and MiG-21s, along with ground personnel and 
anti-aircraft artillery regiments. These were all accepted by Hanoi. 
More than 200 pilots served in 1967 and 1968. The attrition rate 
was high, and 21 pilots who died in Vietnam are commemorated 
with a plaque in Pyongyang’s Victorious Fatherland Liberation War 
Museum. North Korea also sent about 100 tunnel-warfare experts 
to Vietnam to help dig the 250 kilometres of tunnels that the North 
Vietnamese and Viet Cong used to infiltrate the South. It also 
sent psychological warfare units to target the South’s troops, while 
front-line observers monitored fighting tactics, combat readiness, 
and morale. Relations soured with the opening of the Paris peace 
negotiations. North Korea was close to the Khmer Rouge regime of 
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Pol Pot, through its links with Norodom Sihanouk. When Vietnam 
invaded Cambodia, Pyongyang – like Washington – sided with Pol 
Pot and denounced Hanoi.

Nearer to home, in January 1968, the North captured the US 
National Security Agency (NSA) spy ship USS Pueblo. The North’s 
navy boarded and seized the vessel, claiming it had violated their ter-
ritorial waters; whether or not that was true, it was certainly spying. 
The seizure was a huge embarrassment for Washington. The US 
suffered more humiliation when it was forced to apologise to the 
North to secure the return of its 83 officers and men. A sailor had 
been killed. A year later, the US Navy reconnaissance plane EC-121, 
with Russian and Korean linguists on board, was shot down close to 
the North Korean coast by two MiG-21s. There were no survivors 
and there was no apology. Instead, nuclear-capable B-52s flew up 
and down the DMZ. Until 1998, the Pueblo was moored in Wonsan 
harbour, where it was captured. Kim Jong Il decided it should be 
moved to the capital. The Pueblo was camouflaged and sailed under 
cover from Wonsan around the southern tip of the Korean peninsula 
and up the Taedong River to Pyongyang. Concerns that the US 
would attempt to seize the vessel proved groundless. Either the NSA 
and its satellite spy partner, the National Reconnaissance Office, 
didn’t even see it coming, despite their billion-dollar budgets, or they 
were warned off. In Pyongyang, the ship was restored to its original 
condition and opened for business in October 1999. It has since 
been moved again, into the grounds of the Victorious Fatherland 
Liberation War Museum, and is proudly on view to tourists, with the 
original NSA equipment and documents still intact.

In 1966 the South Koreans retaliated, raiding a North Korean 
divisional headquarters. Kim was trying – unsuccessfully – to 
replicate the North Vietnamese insurrectionary model. Its limited 
success was down to the fact that the US didn’t want to start a second 
war, with Vietnam already on its plate. Armed resistance didn’t work 
in the absence of both sanctuary and popular support, although it did 
help Hanoi, as Park was forced temporarily, at least, to restrict South 
Korean troop deployments to Vietnam.
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The casualty rate on both sides was extremely high. Around 7,000 
agents and infiltrators went north and probably half that number 
of trained guerrillas came south. Those captured by the South were 
held incommunicado for decades. Some were released after Kim 
Dae-jung’s election in 1998. Each side tried to assassinate the other’s 
leader. An unsuccessful attempt was made on Park Chung-hee’s life 
in 196844 and another two years later. The third attempt, in 1974, 
killed Yuk Young-soo, the president’s wife and future president Park 
Geun-hye’s mother.

Seoul’s contribution was to establish Unit 684, where a group 
that included convicted criminals was recruited for a commando 
operation to blow up the Kumgang Palace and kill Kim Il Sung. 
They were trained on the remote island of Silmi and mutinied when 
a rapprochement between North and South in the early 1970s led 
to the mission being aborted. The revolt was suppressed, with no 
survivors, and is dramatically portrayed in the film Silmido (2003).

The late sixties and early seventies saw agitators substitute for 
guerrillas in the infiltration of the South. The Underground Revolu-
tionary Party (1969–72) aimed at fomenting civil unrest. They had 
their own radio station broadcasting from the North. This was no 
more successful than the armed struggle. Those arrested received the 
same treatment as the guerrillas.

Another very public clash was the 1976 ‘axe murder’ of two US 
servicemen pruning a poplar tree that was blocking the view from a 
UNC observation post in Panmunjom. The tree was in the neutral 
zone, where no weapons are allowed. The US did not inform or seek 
the approval of their counterparts on the other side of the DMZ. 
Consequently, the North ordered a group of soldiers to stop the 
operation. One seized an axe being used for the pruning and killed 
two US soldiers with it. As with the EC-121, the US dispatched 
B-52s to flirt close to North Korean airspace, while President Gerald 
Ford instructed that the tree be removed once and for all. Three days 
later it was chopped down, with US fighters flying overhead. The axe 
is currently on display in the North Korean Peace Museum adjacent 
to the DMZ, where the armistice was signed.
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In the late 1970s, there were further failed attempts to revive a 
dialogue. In 1980, the WPK’s Sixth Congress adopted a less con-
frontational notion of unification, though this did not prevent its 
assassination attempt against President Chun Doo-hwan in October 
1983. Still, reconciliation came sooner than expected. In September 
1984, when there was serious flooding in the South, the North 
offered aid and assistance. After some hesitation, Seoul accepted, 
unfreezing North-South relations. The dialogue resumed, but 
ended in January 1986 with Seoul and Washington’s Team Spirit 
joint military exercise. Such exercises were not only threatening for 
Pyongyang but cost them dearly. Mobilising their forces in response 
costs the North 6 to 7 per cent of its GNP, deliberately timed as they 
are to clash with the planting and harvesting seasons.

The next round of negotiations awaited President Roh Tae-woo 
and his Nordpolitik (‘Northern policy’), designed to establish and 
improve diplomatic and economic ties with the crumbling Soviet 
bloc. Lim Dong Won, Roh’s advisor and later the architect of Kim 
Dae-jung’s ‘Sunshine Policy’, got the North back to the negotiating 
table in exchange for the cancellation of 1992’s Team Spirit exercises. 
Two agreements came out of the talks: first an Agreement on Rec-
onciliation, Non-Aggression, Exchanges and Cooperation; second, a 
Joint Declaration on the Denuclearisation of the Korean Peninsula. 
The agreements were never fully implemented. Lim’s efforts were 
undermined by the US commander in South Korea pre-emptively 
announcing the resumption of Team Spirit and by hard-liners within 
the former KCIA – renamed the Agency for National Security 
Planning – intercepting and delaying Lim’s message from Pyongyang 
seeking Roh’s approval for the deal. In the end it was too late. Presi-
dential elections were looming. Roh was out of time.

Kim Young-sam succeeded Roh in December 1992. His initial 
stance towards Pyongyang was hard-line despite, or perhaps because 
of, his perceived progressive leanings. It became more uncompro-
mising with tensions rising over the North’s nuclear-weapons 
programme. Nevertheless, when former president Jimmy Carter 
freelanced his way to Pyongyang in a successful attempt to head off 
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a preventive strike by Washington, he took with him an invitation 
from Kim Young-sam for a North-South summit. Kim Il Sung 
accepted. The summit was scheduled for 25 July 1994, but it was 
not to be. Kim Il Sung died of a heart attack on 8 July, and 20 years 
of stop-start negotiations with four different administrations in the 
South went nowhere. While in Pyongyang, Carter made a series of 
attempts to meet putative heir Kim Jong Il, but was unsuccessful. 
The younger Kim thought his father was being far too accommodat-
ing to Washington.

Figure 12  A poster from the Kim Jong Il era showing  
a North Korean soldier crushing a US soldier.
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Kim’s Legacy

The hereditary succession – a challenge more to Marx than to Juche 
– was to preserve Kim’s legacy. He had seen how Stalin and Mao had 
been betrayed. That was not to be his fate. In the process of grooming 
his son as a successor, Kim Il Sung arranged for his friend Dom 
Mintoff, the prime minister of Malta from 1971 to 1974, to host and 
guard Kim Jong Il at a specially built, secluded country house on the 
island. Kim spent more than a year learning English and familiaris-
ing himself with Western music and European ways. After his return 
to Pyongyang in 1973, he was made Party Secretary in charge of 
Organisation and Propaganda. Here he promoted, systematised, and 
consolidated his father’s personality cult, a job he was prepared for 
by his previous work promoting films and operas glorifying Kim Il 
Sung’s role in the struggle against Japan. He also managed the ‘Three 
Revolutions’ campaign, which dispatched teams across the country 
to preach the merits of the political, ideological, and cultural revolu-
tions. Their activities enabled Kim to bypass the WPK’s bureaucracy, 
get a feel for the country, and build his own reputation and support 
base. He was an enthusiastic – if rather obsessive – writer on Juche, 
with 400 articles to his name.

Just when Kim Jong Il got the final nod is not known. There was a 
long lead time. From 1975, official sources began rather enigmatically 
to refer to the ‘Party Centre’. It was revealed that this had in fact been 
Kim. Initially, some had seen Kim Il Sung’s younger brother, Kim 
Young Ju, as heir apparent. Between 1975 and 1977, those opposing 
or even sceptical of Kim Jong Il were purged from Party, state, and 
military.45 Kim Young Ju himself vanished from public life in 1976 
(he reappeared in 1993, elected to the Party Central Committee). 
The survivors learnt to read the writing on the wall.

A decade later, one of Kim Jong Il’s half-brothers, Kim Pyong Il 
(born in 1954), was seen as another prospect, with his mother, Kim 
Song Ae, promoting his cause. He was a Military Academy graduate 
with support within the army. At one time Kim Il Sung was thought 
to have had a plan for Kim Jong Il to be the Party Centre and Kim 
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Pyong Il the Military Centre. It never happened. There was no love 
lost between Kim Jong Il and his stepmother or her children, and 
Kim made it clear that you were for him or against him. There was 
no middle way. Despite his wife’s entreaties, Kim Il Sung decided – if 
he had ever thought differently – that shared leadership was not an 
option. Kim Pyong Il was exiled to Hungary as ambassador in 1988. 
Further postings followed in Bulgaria, Finland, and Poland. Kim Il 
Sung wanted no confusion about his intentions and placed his other 
son out of harm’s way.

The Sixth Congress of the Korean Workers’ Party met in October 
1980. The new members of the Central Committee were all Kim 
Jong Il loyalists. Apart from softening the line on unification, 
the Party platform was revised to give Kim Jong Il control of the 
Party, the administration, and the military. He moved from being 
the power behind the throne to the front row. He was elected a full 
member of the Politburo, the Military Commission, and all the 
Party’s key committees. Throughout the 1980s he played an ever 
more prominent role in the WPK, and the North Korean people 
became acquainted with their future leader. The transfer of power 
from Kim to Kim continued unchallenged.

Compared to China and the Soviet Union, where there was signif-
icant turnover and diversification in the top ranks of the Party in the 
1980s, North Korea showed stability and continuity – at the expense 
of almost all else. The ruling elite shrank in the 1990s, becoming 
more exclusive and more homogenous, its members intricately 
linked by a nexus of personal and educational ties.46 They emerged 
as loyal supporters of Kim Jong Il, the old guard, the second revo-
lutionary generation, and military elite speaking with a single voice. 
The dynamics of politics and decision-making within the leadership 
mitigated against division and dissent. There had been no factions 
since the late 1950s, a credit to Party management.

By the early 1990s, Kim Jong Il was in complete control of the 
state and Party, subject only to his father’s restraining oversight. In 
1992, despite his lack of military experience, he assumed the top two 
military posts: Supreme Commander of the KPA and Chairman 
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of the National Defence Committee (NDC). When Kim Il Sung, 
‘Liberator of the Fatherland’ and ‘Great Leader’, died on 8 July 1994, 
all was ready for the dynastic succession.

Kim was dead. Long live Kim.
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